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Error-Pattern-Correcting Cyclic Codes Tailored to a
Prescribed Set of Error Cluster Patterns
Jihoon Park, Member, IEEE, and Jaekyun Moon, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—A new class of cyclic codes is discussed which is highly
tailored to a prescribed set of dominant error cluster patterns.
The cyclic code construction is based on a generator polynomial
that produces a distinct syndrome set for each error pattern in the
target set. By tailoring the generator polynomial specifically to the
set of dominant error patterns, the code becomes highly effective
in handling single and multiple occurrences of dominant error
patterns at a very high code rate. A list decoding strategy based
on a set of test word-error events is developed for the proposed
codes, which efficiently utilizes both the algebraic information
from the captured syndrome and the reliability measures provided
by the local correlators matched to the dominant error patterns.
By forcing a decoder to correct a single-pattern event for each test
input word, multiple decoders running in parallel on the list of test
words can effectively correct multiple error-pattern occurrences
within the channel detector output word.
Index Terms—Cyclic code, dominant error pattern, generator
polynomial, list decoding, local error-pattern correlator, reliability
measure, syndrome set, test word-error events.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

NTERSYMBOL interference (ISI) arises in a wide variety
of communications channels. High density data storage and
band-limited wireline channels are good examples of communications channels wherein ISI is a major source of transmission
errors. In many such channels, the characteristics of ISI are well
understood and are known a priori at the receiver. Input-constrained ISI channels are of specific interest in this paper, as
efficient coding methods for such channels are still largely an
open area.
This paper is concerned with developing computationally efficient error correction coding methods for input-constrained ISI
channels, with emphasis on high-density data storage applications. The structure of ISI typically gives rise to the dominance
of a relatively small number of distinct error cluster patterns,
regardless of the channel signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). One effective way to design codes for input-constrained ISI channels
is to target such dominant error cluster patterns inherent at the
channel detector output. Some error patterns in the target set
may have large weights while some have low weights. Some
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patterns are long, while others can be very short. As such, traditional error correction methods, which target either the low
weights of the error events or the maximum length of the error
events, do not perform well, given a limited code redundancy.
In contrast to the traditional approaches, our focus here is on
a relatively small set of most likely error cluster patterns that
are observed at the output of the optimal channel detector. This
set can easily be found using distance analysis or through empirical observation based on simulation or laboratory measurement. This work is in some sense an effort to match the error
correction code (ECC) to the given channel characteristics, as
the dominance of a given set of error patterns at the channel detector output arises due to the nature of the channel.
Well-known earlier works on coding for input-constrained
ISI channels can be found in [1]–[3]. Trellis-coding techniques
for binary partial-response channels with particular channel null
characteristics were studied in [1], where the Hamming distance of the code was used as the code design criterion after the
channel ISI was essentially nullified by precoding. The work
of [2] is also based on inverting the channel in some sense
and relying on the Hamming distance property of the code to
provide a coding gain. In contrast, the matched spectral null
(MSN) codes of [3] exploit the channel memory, rather than nullifying it, in order to enhance distance properties at the channel
output. The MSN codes are probably the earliest example of distance-enhancing constrained codes. There also have been other
constrained codes that are tailored to the given ISI channel to
enhance Euclidean distance at the channel output. Well-known
examples of distance-enhancing constrained codes are the maximum transition run (MTR) code [4]–[6] and the forbidden-list
code [7], [8] that prevent certain error-prone input sequences
from entering the channel, based on the a priori knowledge
of the dominant error patterns. Constrained-coding approaches
along this direction are highly effective in the presence of certain signal-dependent noise and nonlinear distortions [9], [10],
but in applications where the optimal code rate is high [11], as
in high density disk drive systems, the significant rate loss associated with these types of codes has limited their usage.
In contrast, the proposed approach is concerned with error
correction codes that do not directly impose a constraint on
input sequences. We in fact aim at coding methods that can yield
significant error correction powers at very high code rates, including those approaching . We do note that both the MSN
code of [3] and our code pursue the same types of error patterns in many channels of interest (like the all-ones error pattern
polynomials discussed in this paper). The major philosophical
difference, however, is that the MSN code can be viewed more
as an effort to suppress the problematic error patterns before
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they occur, whereas our code can be seen as an effort to correct the errors as they occur. Also, unlike the trellis-based codes
in [1]–[3], our focus is on designing linear block codes whose
algebraic properties are exploited in achieving favorable performance/complexity tradeoffs.
There also have been some attempts to address an observed
set of dominant error cluster patterns. In fact, in the magnetic
recording industry, parity-bit-based error detection, followed by
post-Viterbi error correction using error pattern correlators, has
been widely used [12], [13]. Single parity coding is particularly
effective in detecting error patterns with odd weights, which
are indeed prevalent error events in traditional longitudinal
recording. A concatenation of the single-parity code with an
existing block code has also been investigated to correct error
patterns that are common in longitudinal recording [14]. As the
industry shifts to the perpendicular form of recording, however,
error detection or correction based on single parity coding has
become ineffective, as many significant error patterns now
have even weights. A graph-based construction of parity check
matrices for detecting dominant error events of general form
has been discussed in [15]. In [16], burst error detection codes
and cyclic redundancy check (CRC) codes were generalized as
error-event detection cyclic codes, to detect single and multiple
occurrences of dominant error patterns with the least possible
redundancy.
The current authors have also discussed linear block codes
based on systematically constructed parity check matrices [17]
and CRC codes [18] that can detect a prescribed set of dominant error patterns. However, error correction has depended
solely on a reliability measure, such as the soft metric of [19]
or the output of correlators matched to likely error events at the
Viterbi detector output [12], [13]. In short, while the dominance
of a relatively few distinct error patterns in data storage channels
has long been recognized and error detection codes have been
devised, there have not been systematic efforts to develop specialized error correction codes that can effectively correct these
known, dominant error patterns.
In this paper, we propose error-pattern-correcting cyclic
codes tailored to any given set of
dominant error cluster
patterns. In practice, these patterns should be the ones that
make up a very large percentage of all observed occurrences of
error patterns. While this paper builds upon our previous works
in [20]–[22], it presents a substantially enhanced method to
handle multiple error-pattern occurrences by devising a list decoding strategy particularly suited to the presence of dominant
error patterns. This paper also presents a theorem that is useful
in designing the base code for generating distinct syndrome
sets, which is the first step in the overall code design process.
We focus on cyclic codes that have substantial algebraic properties, so that implementation complexity is not a major issue
in realizing the idea. Algebraic properties also usually lead to
interesting mathematical solutions to the encoder/decoder design problem. Given a set of targeted, dominant error patterns, the main objective is to effectively correct any single occurrences of the target error patterns as well as their multiple
error occurrences.
First, we start with designing a low-degree generator polynothat can produce distinct, non-overlapping syndrome
mial
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sets for the target error patterns. No two error patterns within
the list map to the same syndrome set, and the single occurrence
of any target error pattern can be completely identified. Two
construction methodologies for such generator polynomials are
presented: the search procedure and a length-based construction
method. By tailoring the generator polynomial specifically to
the set of target error polynomials, the code becomes highly effective in handling frequently observed error patterns. Second,
is multiplied by a primitive polythe generator polynomial
that is not already a factor of
, such that the
nomial
resulting code has a very high rate with the ability to uniquely
identify the dominant patterns preserved. With this
as the new generator, we show that the vast majority of multiple
error occurrences can easily be distinguished from single occurrences, based on the captured syndrome.
For the single occurrence of any target error pattern within the
codeword length, the captured syndrome either uniquely points
to the precise error position or suggests a small number of possible positions. Thus, the code itself can algebraically offer complete error correction capability in some cases where the precise
position is available; in other cases, the final decision on the actual error position is made, among the few possible positions,
based on a certain reliability measure provided by the correlator
matched to the corresponding target error pattern. This error pattern correlator can also incorporate the a priori probability information that may be available from an outer decoder.
An efficient multiple-error-pattern correction method is also
developed which utilizes a set of test word-error events. The
idea is to force the decoder to focus on correction of only the
single-pattern errors, while decoding is done in parallel with
multiple decoders running on many test word-error events simultaneously. The test decoder input words are generated based
on the outputs of the local correlators matched to the dominant
error patterns. The test input words are constructed so that with
high probability at least one of them is within the correctable
range of the transmitted codeword.
An analytical bound on the bit error rate (BER) of the proposed error-pattern-correcting codes is analyzed. The probabilities of multiple occurrences of the target error cluster patterns are also estimated. Both simulated BERs and the analytical bounds are compared for a representative interference-dominant channel, namely, a high density perpendicular magnetic
recording channel, in order to demonstrate the viability of the
proposed coding scheme. Sector error rates (SERs), assuming
concatenation with an outer Reed–Solomon (RS) code, are also
given.
II. CONSTRUCTION OF HIGH-RATE
ERROR-PATTERN-CORRECTING CYCLIC CODES
A. Cyclic Codes Tailored to a Set of Target Error Patterns
Let
’s,
, be the targeted, dominant error patterns1 in the form of binary polynomials over GF(2). In a cyclic
code constructed by a generator polynomial
, the syndrome
for
is given by
(1)
1In this paper, “error pattern” and “error polynomial” will be used interchangeably.
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where
is the quotient when
is divided by
over
for
is generated as the origGF(2). The syndrome set
feeds through the feedback shift
inal captured syndrome
register, whose connection weights are specified by
, i.e.

However, the equality cannot hold for any value of or any poly, because
, and accordnomial
does not have a factor of
. This is a contraingly,
diction to the assumption. Therefore,
.

(2)

Based on this property, we can easily construct a generator
polynomial that satisfies the sufficient condition, giving dif’s, by collecting all irreducible factors
ferent GCDs for all
of the target error polynomials in the following way:

modulo
for a nonwhere
negative integer , and is the period of the syndrome set ,
such that
and is less than or equal to the
order of
. Here the order is the smallest possible integer
is a multiple of
. Any syndrome element
such that
in indicates the occurrence of the
.
target error polynomial
While the code is a cyclic code, the generator polynomial design is based on neither distance metric nor the maximum length
of the burst errors; rather, the code design objective here is to
construct a generator polynomial in such a way that the syndrome sets for the target error polynomials are all distinct. In
this sense, our approach to designing ECC is markedly different
from the traditional approach of guaranteeing correction of up
to random errors or length- burst errors within the received
codeword.
Generator Polynomial Search Procedure:
Our starting point for constructing a suitable generator polynomial is to establish a sufficient condition for having distinct
sets of syndrome patterns, based on the fact that all error polynomials can be factored into only a few irreducible polynomials
in most cases.
, be the greatest common divisor
Let
and a generator polynomial
, i.e.,
(GCD) of
and
, where
. The syndrome
for each error polynomial
is then
given by
(3)
where
is the quotient that arises when
divides
.
, in the corAny syndrome element
as a factor.
responding syndrome set contains
Property 1: If
’s are all different, then the syndrome sets
’s are distinct among different
’s.
Proof: Given two different GCDs
and
for error
and
, the syndrome elements in the corpolynomials
are respectively given by
responding syndrome sets and

(4)
for any non-negative integers and . Assume that
are the same. Then,
(or
) must include
) as a factor, i.e.,

where

is a binary polynomial. Since
, we can rewrite it as

(5)
where
’s,
, are the irreducible factors
’s, and is the maximum power with which
making up all
appears in any
.
’s guarantees disWhile having different GCDs for all
tinct syndrome sets, the converse is not necessarily true. Supare different, i.e.,
for any
pose that and
and . By using (4), we have

Since

and
, the above equation can be written as

Thus, if
, then
is not a multiple of
for any and , irrespective of
or
. Also, as long as
is not a multiple of
, and
are always different. In fact, we make a note of
the following obvious property.
Property 2: Given two error polynomials
and
, the
corresponding syndrome sets and are distinct if and only if
is not a multiple of
for any non-negative
integers and .
in (5) results in a fairly large number of parity
While
bits leading to a large rate loss and may not be directly useful
in high-rate code design, it provides a hint at the proper use of
’s in constructing a more efficient
structure that can
as in (5), but lower
do the job. We retain the basic form of
, while monitoring for
the powers associated with each
the sufficient condition of Property 1 as well as Property 2. We
basically search for a non-negative integer set
leading to the minimum degree polynomial of the form
(6)
that would yield distinct syndrome sets for the target error
polynomials. The search procedure is summarized as follows.
i) Set up a degree equation as

and
(or
where
, is the degree of
, and
.
start with an integer
ii) Find all possible combinations of non-negative integers
to yield the value of , and construct
for each combination as
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TABLE I
DOMINANT ERROR PATTERNS/POLYNOMIALS FOR A CHANNEL RESPONSE OF
5+6
UNDER 100% AWGN

D0D

polynomials. As a result, two degree- generator polynomials
are obtained as

with

iii) Given targeted, dominant error patterns
, compute

’s,

where
is the GCD of
and
.
iv) If
’s are all distinct, we are all set; we now have
. Else if
is not
for
, for any , we are
a multiple of
and go to ii).
done. Otherwise,
Example 1: Table I lists 10 dominant error patterns (and
their polynomial representations) that arise in perpendicular
magnetic disk drives at the output of the Viterbi detector, in
descending order of the occurrence frequencies. Here, the
dominant error patterns make up 99.434% of the observed
error patterns at a BER of
. The channel
, which is considered
response corresponds to
to be a good model for high density perpendicular recording
[23]; it has a large dip around the band edge, giving rise to
essentially the same set of error patterns as the
partial response channel extensively studied in [3]. A similar
list of frequent error patterns are also given in [24] and [25] for
somewhat different models for perpendicular recording. While
longer error patterns of the same form yield the same energy in
the channel output error sequence, the a priori probability of
the input sequence that can allow this particular form of error
pattern decreases exponentially as a function of the pattern
length. Here, our choice of the maximum target error pattern
length is driven largely by the complexity and rate requirements
of the code.
It is seen in Table I that there are six different irreducible
polynomial factors:
and
. Collecting each of
these irreducible polynomials along with its maximum power
that
as it appears in any error polynomial, we construct
guarantees distinct GCDs for the listed 10 target error patterns
using (5)

The resulting degree of
is 31.
Now, going through the proposed search procedure, we
in the general form of
quickly find a fairly low degree
(6) that produces distinct syndrome sets for the 10 target error

, and

with
.
We note that there exist no lower-degree generator polynomials that satisfy the requirement.
Length-based Generator Polynomial Construction: When the
coefficients of the error polynomials corresponding to the targeted error patterns are all equal to , a nonsearch-based ap. The approach
proach is possible in constructing a desired
is based on the observation of the lengths of the target error polynomials. Assume the coefficients of every one of the target
error polynomials
’s are all one. Then, the following theorem provides a necessary and sufficient condition for finding
generator polynomials that produce distinct syndrome sets for
the given all-one’s target error polynomials.
Theorem 1: Let
, where
is either
or its factor having order , while
is either
or its factor having order . Then, given
of length and
of
the all-one’s error polynomials
, the corresponding syndrome sets and
length
are distinct, if and only if

for any positive integers and .
Proof: [Necessary condition] Consider the following polyand
and
nomials
, where
of length
and
of
are all-ones polynomials. Then,
and
are
length
given by

where
. This

and
can also be written as

over GF(2). Since
is a factor of
for any
should be a multiple of
. Also,
is a multiple of
, and
is a factor of
. Consequently,
should also be a multiple of
is a multiple of
, i.e.,
Therefore,

if

,

.
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This indicates that
produces the same syndrome set for
of length
and
of length
.
and
, then syndrome sets
Accordingly, If
and
for
of length
and
of
are the same. Therefore, if
,
length
.
then
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TABLE II
UNSUITABLE ORDER PAIRS COMPUTED FROM ALL POSSIBLE
EVEN/ODD-NUMBERED LENGTH PAIRS

[Sufficient condition] Suppose that
is a mulfor a non-negative integer , i.e.,
tiple of
. Then,
must include
and
as factors, i.e.,
. Then, this
can be written over GF(2) as

(7)
Recall that
is either
power

is either

or its factor, and
or its factor. Thus, for
to be multiples of both
and
, the
needs to be identical to in (7), such that
becomes

where

. Thus, if
for any positive integers and ,
is always a multiple of
. The lengths
of
and
are then given by

and the order pair
if

becomes
, then

obtained after eliminating all unsuitable order pairs. The reand
, and
maining order pairs point to the desired
itself. The construction steps are as follows.
thus to
i) Divide ’s into two sets: a set of even lengths
and a set of odd lengths
.
ii) For any length pair in each set, compute the following
unsuitable order pair:

where both and are elements of either
or
, and
.
’s. Here both and
iii) Set up acceptable order pairs
should be neither unsuitable order pairs obtained in ii)
nor their factors.
, construct a generator polynomial as
iv) For each

or
and

. Therefore,
.

Theorem 1 can be used to quickly rule out the order pairs that
cannot give rise to distinct syndrome sets. We shall call such
order pairs “unsuitable” order pairs in the sense that we will have
’s and
’s in constructing
to avoid the corresponding
. Assuming different lengths, we need to produce
order pairs corresponding to the same number of length pairs.
A quick glance at Theorem 1, however, reveals that we just need
is even, since,
to examine those length pairs for which
otherwise
cannot be an integer for any positive integer
. It means that we can just examine the length pairs and
such that they are either both even or both odd. Thus, given the
all-one’s target error polynomials, it is not necessary to exlength pairs. Rather, a set of even lengths and a set
haust all
of odd lengths can be separately considered in identifying the
unsuitable order pairs. Moreover, once the unsuitable order pair
, is obtained, then all the factors in the
form of
are automatically determined as unsuitable order pairs. The acceptable order pairs can be simply

where
is either
or its factor, and
is
or its irreducible factor.
either
Example 2: For the 10 target error patterns shown in Table I,
and five odd
there are five even lengths
. Table II lists 10 unsuitable order
lengths
pairs corresponding to all possible length pairs in each of the sets
and . For an even length pair
, the corresponding unand its factors
suitable order pair is
and
are immediately ruled out as unsuitable order pairs. In the end, it is easily found that order pairs
and
do not belong to the set of the
unsuitable order pairs and their factors. Considering the order
and
as acceptable order pairs
pairs
’s, we can obtain the following generator polynomials:
from

from
from

, and
from
.
It turns out that among all possible generator polynomials, including the four generator polynomials given above, the lowestdegree generator polynomials are
and
. We
note that these degree-8 generator polynomials have also been
obtained through the search procedure. The orders of the genand
erator polynomials
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TABLE III
SYNDROME SETS PRODUCED BY g (x) = 1 + x + x + x FOR THE TARGET ERROR PATTERNS OF LENGTHS UP TO 10

are
and , respectively. The corresponding codes are
and
cyclic codes. Here,
cyclic code based on
is
the
chosen for further development.
Table III shows syndrome sets in decimal numbers for all the
target error patterns, and the periods of the syndrome sets. A
in Table III is the syndrome for a target
syndrome element
is the
error polynomial starting at position . The period
. Since the syndrome
smallest integer such that
set for each target error pattern in the list eventually repeats itself as the feedback shift register content keeps shifting, only
in each syndrome set needs to be stored for
one syndrome
recognizing the captured error pattern.
There still exist two issues at this point: one is that the rate
, which is not high enough for
of the code is only
high density disk drive applications, and secondly, the periods
of many syndrome sets are smaller than the codeword length,
points to a single
meaning that while a computed syndrome
occurrence of a dominant error pattern in the target list, the error
position cannot be identified completely by the captured syndrome. Rather, the syndrome now points to a number of possible error starting positions within the codeword. The second
issue can be resolved to a large extent using a channel reliability measure to determine the most likely position of the given
error pattern. The first issue can be handled by a code extension
method, as discussed next.
B. Extending the Code to Increase the Rate
Given a degree’s,
polynomials
polynomial:

(10)
as

(11)
is a degree- primitive polynomial, with
set
where
greater than or equal to . Given , the least redundancy is ob. The order
of
is the LCM
tained in the case of
and
. As a result, a
of
Fire code can be constructed, and the Fire code can algebraically
correct any single burst-error of length or less [26].
A difference between the two cyclic codes is in the construcand
.
tion methodologies of generator polynomials
in
is determined based only
While the factor
on the maximum length among target error bursts, in our apin
is tailored to singleproach, the fairly low-degree
error-pattern correction of the target error polynomials.
Example 3: For
constructed
in Examples 1 and 2, any primitive polynomial which is not a
factor of the given 10 target error polynomials can be used as
, e.g.,
and
. Here,
as our
we choose a degree- primitive polynomial
. Accordingly, we obtain

of order that is tailored to target error
, consider the following

(8)
where
is a degree- primitive polynomial which is not a
’s, and the order of
should be greater
factor of any
than . Then, the order of
is simply obtained as
(9)
because is the smallest integer, such that both
and
are factors of
. When
is taken as the generator
error-pattern-correcting code is
polynomial, a
becomes
constructed, and the code rate

where

A unique mapping between the syndrome sets and the target
, but now that
is
error patterns is preserved as with
, the periods of new syndrome sets are inmultiplied by
.
creased by a factor equal to
It is instructive to compare this code with the -burst-errorcorrecting Fire code [26], based on the following generator
polynomial:

.

where the order of
is
, i.e.,
. Consecode, the rate of which is approximately
quently, a
, is constructed.
, Table IV
With
shows the extended syndrome set periods ’s for the given 10
of each syndrome set is
target error polynomials. The period
obtained by the LCM of the period and the order
of
.
It is seen that four target error pattern polynomials (making
up 64.924% of the overall error patterns) 1,
and
can be algebraically corrected without any miscorrection. This
is because the periods of the corresponding syndrome sets are
equal to the codeword length, and a syndrome element in each
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P
g (x) = (1 + x

THE EXTENDED PERIODS

Since the extended periods become closer to the codeword
length of the proposed code, the undetectable probability for
a double-error-pattern event is small.
Now, we consider a triple-error-pattern event
, where
and
. The corresponding syndrome
is given by
. It has been shown that dif’s between
’s and
ensure distinct
ferent GCDs
syndrome sets ’s. Based on this property, if
, then this
is always detected, because
or

TABLE IV
’S OF SYNDROME SETS PRODUCED BY
+

x

+

x

)(1 +

x+x
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)

(14)
syndrome set indicates the exact error starting position. While
the syndrome sets for the remaining six target error polynomials
do not have periods equal to the codeword length, there are only
a few possible error starting positions, and the extended periods
of the syndrome sets are always greater than the lengths of the
target error polynomials.
Note that the number of possible positions can further be
reduced by a simple bit-polarity check of the detected codeword based on the already determined error pattern, e.g., given
, the dean error pattern
tected binary codeword at each starting position must be either
or
.
C. Detection Capability for Multiple Error Occurrences
2 error-pattern-correcting cyclic code has
The proposed
been constructed such that

Thus, it is possible to have an undetectable triple-error-pattern
event
, only if at least two GCDs are the same, i.e.,
. The number of such cases can be found
through an exhaustive search.
Here, instead of doing the exhaustive search, we investigate
an upper bound for the probability of such cases. The number of
is
, as shown in
syndrome combinations
the denominator of (13), but there can be at most
cases,
(or
), such that
. This is because given
, there
are
additional positions to produce
, i.e., the
number of possible ’s is . Accordingly, the conditional probcan be
ability of an undetectable triple-error-pattern event
upper-bounded by
where

(15)
for any
and
. This property
naturally guarantees distinct syndrome sets for target error
polynomials
’s, i.e.,
(12)
for any . The number of such distinct error-pattern pairs is
, because given
among target error polynomials, there can be
possible error polynomials for
,
is .
and the number of possible starting positions for
However, it is possible that double error-pattern events in the
, may
form of
which is the extended
not be detected, if is a multiple of
. Among
such error
period of syndrome set for
undetectable double error-patevents, there can be
tern events. If
, then
is always detected for
any
, because cannot be a multiple of
.
Thus, given a double-error-pattern event, the conditional probis
ability of undetectable event
(13)
2In this and the following sections, we reserve the symbols n and k to respectively denote the codeword length and input word length of the (p ; p r m)
error-pattern-correcting cyclic code.

0 0

where
and
(or
). Again, the
turns out to be small.
conditional probability
For other multiple occurrences, e.g., quadruple and quintuple
error patterns, similar approaches can be applied to obtain the
probability of an undetected error. In sum, the proposed coding
has a powerful detection capability for -target-error-pattern
, as well as any single error patterns. We also note
events,
that a large percentage of multiple-error-pattern events can be
discriminated from a single error pattern, based on the captured
syndrome. Since only syndrome sets are assigned for identifying single error patterns, multiple error occurrences can be
recognized whenever the captured syndrome is not among the
syndrome sets.
III. LIST DECODING BASED ON A SET OF TEST
WORD-ERROR EVENTS
A. List Decoder for Correcting Multiple Error Occurrences
While a significant portion of multiple-error-pattern events
can be recognized by the captured syndrome, information on
the individual error patterns contained in the multiple-error-pattern event as well as their starting positions are not clearly provided by algebraic information. The number of syndrome patterns that need to be stored can also get very large, resulting in
increased implementation complexity. For efficiently correcting
multiple-error-pattern events, a list decoding strategy based on
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a set of test word-error events (or simply test words) is developed. Each test word consists of most probable single target
error patterns that are obtained based on “pattern-level” reliability measures. Here, the reliability computation is done in a
parallel fashion by local error-pattern correlators, each of which
is matched to a targeted, dominant error pattern. Then, a list
of candidate codewords is constructed by running the simple
single-pattern-correcting decoder in parallel for each test decoder input word. Finally, the most probable codeword is determined among the list of candidate codewords.
at the channel deSuppose a received word polynomial
tector output is contaminated by
target error patterns, which
is expressed over GF(2) as
(16)
where
is the actual transmitted codeword polynomial,
is any non-negative integer,
, and
. The corresponding syndrome
is
(17)

reliability measures of the local patterns in the same input word.
In fact, we note that the proposed list decoder is remarkably effective when errors tend to occur in specific patterns. Another
difference is that in our case, each decoder, while relying largely
on syndrome-computation, is designed to utilize soft information from the channel detector as well.
Now, we describe the test word-error construction procedure.
First, the most probable error starting positions for each
, are identified, based on the corresponding local
error-pattern correlator, which determines the likelihood of a
given error pattern in the local region.3 A threshold test on the
output of the local error pattern correlator can determine how
likely the pattern is in the given local regions, as described
in Section III-C. If the local correlator output at a certain
is greater than or equal to the
error starting position for
threshold, then this error position and the error pattern are
deemed probable; otherwise, they are discarded. It is possible
’s that none of their possible error starting
for some
positions are considered probable.
By collecting all probable error starting positions for all
’s, we obtain a set of probable single target error patterns
associated with their starting positions
(20)

Suppose that a test word-error, among a given set of test worderrors, is given by
. Adding this to
, the
is obtained
corresponding test word

(18)
and the syndrome

corresponding to

is
(19)

, both the error pattern
and its
With this syndrome
possible error starting positions are simply identified. The most
can be estimated based on the
likely error starting position
reliability measures of the given possible error positions. The
-target-error-pattern event can then be corrected, utilizing the
single-pattern correction capability. It is obvious that if a test
word-error exactly corresponds to the actual -error-pattern
event
, then the error event is also corrected.
Conceptually, if at least one test word is within the correctable
-error-pattern
range of the transmitted codeword, then an
event can be corrected. In other words, the single-pattern
correction capability of the proposed code can be substantially
extended based on a set of test words.
It is instructive to compare the present list decoding scheme
to the generalized minimum distance decoding (GMD) [27] and
the Chase decoding [28]. They all share the common property
of correction based on running relatively simple decoders on a
set of test input words that reflect some sort of perturbation of
the original decoder input. However, while the test words in the
GMD and Chase decoding schemes are constructed based on
“bit-level” reliability measures of the original decoder input, the
test words utilized in the proposed list decoder are based on the

where
, and represents the total number of local patterns that have passed the threshold check. We note that the seare not necessarily all
lected error patterns
distinct. Assume that the set is ordered according to the probability estimate of the local patterns.
The next step is to construct a set of test word-errors,
based on the potential single error patterns in . Let
, be a set of
test words, each of which
test
consists of most probable single error patterns. Here,
, e.g.,
, are generated to correct either
words in
test words in
,
single or double error patterns, and
e.g.,
, are for correcting either double
is formed for the
or triple error patterns. Basically,
or
target error patterns
purpose of correcting either
within the channel detector output word. Thus, for correction
error patterns, a set of
test word-errors is
up to
constructed as
(21)
The overall complexity of the list decoder depends obviously
on the parameter . The complexity can be traded with performance by increasing the threshold levels for the error patterns,
which would decrease . For a given , complexity can be reduced further by taking only a more probable subset of each
.
It is also possible that a small reliable set of test word-errors
can be constructed based on the probability estimates of the
3The local error-pattern correlator will be described in detail in the next subsection. In this paper, the correlator output is utilized as a reliability measure (a
log-probability-ratio) of x e (x), where  is any possible error starting position.
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Fig. 1. The list decoder based on a set of test word-error events.

potential word errors. Let
the local error pattern

be a probability measure4 of
. Then, given the
patterns
in , we have a proba-

bility-measure set
(22)
The probability of a test word-error that contains local error
patterns can then be estimated by multiplying the corresponding
local probability measures, assuming the constituent single
error patterns are independent of one another. Given some initial
selection of the test word-errors and their corresponding probability estimates, we sort the probability estimates in descending
order. Then, by choosing the first test word errors, a set of
test words is obtained.
Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the overall decoder. The
captured syndrome is first examined to determine whether the
channel detector output word contains no error, a single error
pattern or multiple error patterns. If the captured syndrome
indicates the presence of a single dominant pattern, then correction is attempted. If the correction yields the zero syndrome,
a reliability check is further applied by testing whether the
corresponding error-pattern correlator output gives rise to a
high enough output value. If so, the corrected word is finally
released as the decision. If not, it is assumed that the original
channel output contains multiple error patterns. If the channel
output is deemed to contain multiple error patterns, due either
to the failure in the final threshold reliability check at the
single error-pattern correcting decoder output or to the early
indication based on the initial captured syndrome, the parallel
local pattern-correlators get activated and start to run on the
channel error signal constructed by subtracting the estimated
noisy-free channel output from the actual channel output signal
(see Fig. 1). The correlator outputs allow construction of the
test words that represent perturbations of the original channel
detector output word. The perturbed test words are basically
constructed by flipping local patterns that are deemed potentially corrupted by dominant error patterns.
A single-pattern-correcting decoder acting on each test word
attempts to correct a single dominant error pattern, and if successful, the resulting syndrome becomes zero. If the syndrome
becomes zero after correction, then again a threshold-based reliability test is done further to ensure the correction is reliable
enough. If the zero syndrome is produced and the subsequent
4The probability measure is based on the local a posteriori probability for
a single error pattern, given in (27). The local a posteriori probability can be
provided by the local error-pattern correlator.

reliability check (specific to the corrected pattern) is satisfied,
then the decoder output becomes a candidate codeword; otherwise, the test word is simply discarded. It is possible that a
certain test word itself yields the zero syndrome without correction, if it matches the actual codeword. In such a case, the reliability check is not required because the local patterns in that test
word are guaranteed to be highly reliable. The final decision is
to choose the most probable codeword among potentially many
candidate codewords.
and
, be a candidate codeword
Let
and its reliability measure, respectively. The reliability measure
of
is obtained by summing the correlator-based local
reliability measures of the constituent single error patterns in
. Assuming that potentially represents an -error-pattern
event
, the reliability measure
is given
by
(23)

where
represents the local error-pattern correlator
, as given in (35).
output for
Finally, given the reliability measures (or probability measures) of the candidate codewords, the most probable codeword is determined by
(24)
where
. We note that if there is no candidate
codeword, then the decoder simply releases the channel detector
output word.

B. Computation of Correlator-Based Reliability Measures
The reliability measures are computed by the local error-pattern correlators matched to target error patterns, as shown in
be the channel detector input sequence, given
Fig. 2. Let
by
, where
is the bipolar version of
is the ISI channel rethe transmitted codeword sequence,
is the zero-mean additive white
sponse of length , and
Gaussian noise (AWGN) sequence with variance . Also let
be the difference between
and the convolution of the received codeword sequence and , i.e.,
. We assume that a length- target error pat, occurs at positions from
to
tern
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and the probabilities

and

Fig. 2. Local error-pattern correlators matched to L target error patterns.

Then,

. Denote this local error pattern as
can be written as

are

(30)
.
Note that the length- error pattern sequence
not necessarily have erroneous bits in general.
For an equally likely , i.e.,

(25)

, we have

. However, if the interleaved exof an outer detector/decoder is available
trinsic information
and serves as the a priori probability estimate, i.e.

, and
.
where
The probability measure for each possible error starting po, can be computed
sition of
by the following “local” a posteriori probability:

(26)

does

(31)
for
, then
in
general.
By substituting (29) and (30) into (27), the local a posteriori
probability
can be expressed as

where
. Using Bayes’ Theorem, the
local a posteriori probability can be rewritten as

(27)

Here,

(32)

can be approximated by
where

(28)
is the most probable competing error pattern
where
and, by definition, this is the all-zero pattern, i.e., the most probable competing local pattern is that associated with the channel
detector output sequence (maximum likelihood word) itself.
is a zero-mean statistically independent Gaussian
Since
, the likelihood functions
random variable with variance
and
are given by

(29)

and

are defined by

(33)

(34)

Equation (33) represents the “local” error-pattern correlator
output in the sense that it essentially describes the correlator
operation between
and the channel output version of the
within the local region
.
dominant error pattern
Equation (32) immediately reveals that the log-probability-ratio
is given by
representation of
(35)
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When
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IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

, the above correlator yields

(36)

where
. The maximum likelihood sequence
detection (MLSD) channel detector output produces the error
, because this pattern is considered to be the
pattern
closest to the channel detector input sequence in terms of the
Euclidean metric, i.e.

A. Error Rate Analysis for the MLSD Based on the Local
Error-Pattern Correlator
The reason that errors tend to occur in specific burst or cluster
patterns in ISI channels is because of the small energies associated with these pattern at the channel output. The BER analysis for the MLSD, primarily depending on the Euclidean distance between any two distinguishable signal sequences at the
channel detector output, is well known [29]–[32]. In starting an
error analysis for our proposed coding scheme, here we set out
to quickly revisit the error analysis of the MLSD from the viewpoint of the “local error-pattern correlator.”
, its occurrence probGiven a target error pattern
ability can be written as

(37)
(42)
By rearranging (37), we see
, and
consequently,
.
If the channel detector determines the correct codeword at
, i.e.,
, then the
positions from to
correlator gives

Here,
corresponds to the actual codeword symbols
. Note that
in the local region:
. As an example, if a length- target error pattern
occurs at positions from to
, i.e.,
, then the transmitted codeword
must be either
or
in the bipolar representation.
The substitution of
into (25) yields
. Then, given
probability

, the conditional error-pattern
is obtained as

(38)

The corresponding Euclidean metric relationship is

This implies that

(39)

(43)

and

for
. When the energy
where
is relatively small, the corresponding error pattern would
occur more frequently at the channel detector output.
has two types of sign information
Since
(starting with either the positive or the negative sign), i.e.,
, the probability
can be computed as

.
Hence, the correlator-based reliability measure is bounded by

(40)
(44)
’s, i.e.,
, we consider
and
, as a probable
error pattern if the corresponding reliability measure
satisfies the following threshold-based reliability check:

’s are assumed, the probability
When equally likely
can be given, irrespective of the error starting
position , by

(41)

(45)

For equally-likely
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and , as well as their simurate and the BER, i.e.,
and , for the channel response of
lated error rates
. Ten dominant error patterns shown in Table I
are used for the computation. The SNR is defined as the ratio of
the energy of the channel response to the noise spectral density.
We observe that the upper bounds naturally become tighter as
the SNR increases.
B. Error Rate Analysis for the Proposed List Decoder

Fig. 3. Comparison of the upper bounds and simulation results for various error
rates at the Viterbi detector output.

where
is the number of zeros in
. We note that if
an updated a priori probability for each codeword bit is availdepends on the
able, corresponding probability
starting position .
When we consider only the targeted, dominant error patterns, the BER
can then be bounded, using the union bound,
as

While the decoding error rates for conventional -error-correcting codes are usually obtained by summing the probabili, within the received word,
ties of having errors, for
the error rate performance of the proposed -error-pattern-correcting list decoder is computed by subtracting the correction
,
probabilities for -error-pattern events, where
from the overall error probability. Accordingly, we need to compute the occurrence probability of an -error-pattern event, de.
noted by
, we begin with the word error rate
.
For estimating
error patterns occur within the channel detector
Whenever
output word, the word is obviously in error. Given the joint probability between the -pattern error event and the word error
, we write
event,
(49)

where
.
In the above BER upper bound, a dominant error pattern
can start to occur anywhere within an -bit codeword as well as
. Thus, the
at its boundary, i.e.,
upper bound for the word error rate
is simply

where
is the conditional probability of an -error-pattern event in a given erroneous detector output word, and
. In fact, the conditional probability
is
related to the symbol error rate , where one symbol consists
bits. While a long single error pattern often yields two
of
symbol errors, as the single-pattern error occurs at a symbol
boundary, We also note that sometimes two single-bit errors
occur within one symbol. Overall, our empirical observation
indicates the assumption that an -error-pattern event yields
symbol errors gives numerically accurate results.
be the number of symbols contained in the -bit
Now, let
word, i.e.,
. Then, the conditional probability
can be estimated, using the binomial distribution, as

(47)

(50)

(46)

It is possible to have
for a low SNR. In that case, we
to .
just set
Similarly, we can estimate the symbol error rate . Let
be the maximum length among the lengths ’s of the given
target error patterns
’s. As in obtaining the upper bound
is
of the word error rate, if the starting position for
between and
, then the corresponding symbol is in
can
error. Hence, the upper bound for the symbol error rate
also be expressed as
(48)
Assuming a 630-bit word and a 10-bit symbol, Fig. 3 compares the upper bounds of the word error rate, the symbol error

where
such that

. From
in (47), the probability of an
is then bounded by

,
in (50) and
-error-pattern event

(51)
Fig. 4 compares
with the captured statistics
through
computer simulations for 630-bit words at various SNRs. It is
seen that the difference between the two probabilities is indeed relatively small at reasonably high SNRs. In particular, the
analytical probability estimate matches the captured statistics
closely at the 9 dB SNR.
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’s,
, the
Thus, given target error patterns
conditional probability of correct decision for a single-targetcan be written as
error-pattern event,
(56)
In general, we consider an

Fig. 4. Comparison of the analytical statistics and captured statistics for multiple error patterns within the channel detector output word.

-error-pattern event

According to the decoding process described toward the end
of Section III-A, a correct decision is made if and only if all
local error patterns pass the threshold reliability test
of the
based on the matching local correlators. Consequently, the conditional probability of correct decision for this -pattern event
is given by
(57)

Using
written as

, the BER estimate

in (46) can be

where

(52)
can be viewed as the fraction of the bit error
Here,
, we
probability due to an -error-pattern event. Given
be the conditional probability of correct decision for
let
denote the condithe -error-pattern event. We also let
tional probability of erroneous decision corresponding to either
releasing the detector output word or miscorrection. Then, in
(52) can be rewritten as

for equally-likely codewords. Since there are target error patterns and the local patterns in the -error-pattern event are not
error events is considered
necessarily distinct, a total of
in (57).
Therefore, when a list decoder aims at correcting up to
target error patterns within the channel detector output word,
can be expressed as
the resulting BER

(53)
(58)
where
.
over an -target-error-pattern event.
We now compute
, which is the correction probability
Let us first consider
. Given
and only a few
for a single error pattern
possible error starting positions identified by the captured syndrome, correction is made by determining the maximum likelihood error starting position, based on the reliability measure. As
long as the reliability measure at the actual error position satisfies the reliability check given in (41), the single error pattern
is
can be corrected. Then, the conditional probability

Fig. 5 illustrates analytical BERs of the seven list decoders
based on the
error-pattern-correcting cyclic codes,
error patterns, where
, as
correcting up to
well as the simulated BERs of the uncoded Viterbi detector. For
the BER performance comparison, the variance of the AWGN is
, where is a code rate of
. We
increased by a factor of
observe that the list decoders certainly outperform the uncoded
Viterbi detector. The return is also quickly diminishing as
increases.
C. Bit Error Rate Simulation Results

(54)
With equally-likely codewords,
(55)

For 350 000 codewords transmitted on the channel with
, Table V illustrates the statistics for
response
the number of error patterns within the Viterbi detector output
word. In this section, we aim at correcting one to four error
patterns. We present the BER simulation results of four list
decoders based on the (630, 616) error-pattern-correcting code,
’s, where
as well as their theoretical performance limits
.
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Fig. 5. Analytical BERs of the (630; 616) code based list decoders correcting
up to M target error patterns.

TABLE V
NUMBER OF ERROR PATTERNS WITHIN THE 630-BIT CODEWORDS AND
CORRESPONDING WORD ERROR RATES AT THE VITERBI DETECTOR OUTPUT
(SNR = 7:5 DB, BER = 2:399 10 )

2

Fig. 6. Simulated BERs versus analytical BERs for the single-error-patterncorrecting list decoder.

1) Single-Error-Pattern Correction
: Fig. 6 compares the simulated BERs of the single-error-pattern-correcting
. It is seen
scheme and the analytical BER performance
that the simulated BER performance is lower-bounded by
, as the actual errors may come from error patterns outside
the targeted dominant pattern list. Here, there is no need for

Fig. 7. Simulated BERs versus analytical BERs for the double-error-patterncorrecting list decoder.

constructing a set of test words, since any single target error
pattern is completely identified by the captured syndrome. As
shown in Table IV, four target error patterns
and
can be algebraically corrected without any miscorrection because the captured syndrome precisely points to the actual
error position. For the remaining six target error patterns,
there are only a few possible error starting positions, and the
maximum likelihood error position is determined based on the
reliability measures of the possible error positions. Besides
possible miscorrection for the targeted error patterns, error
patterns outside the target set also produce errors, which make
the performance sensitive at relatively high SNRs. The SNR
gain of the single-pattern-correcting scheme, over the uncoded
.
Viterbi detector, is seen to be around 1.14 dB at BER
: For cor2) Double-Error-Pattern Correction
recting double-error-pattern events, test words are constructed
by inserting single dominant patterns into the detector output
word. For comparison, we consider two sets of test words: one
consisting of only five test words, and the other of 15 test words.
The simulated BERs of the two double-pattern-correcting list
decoders are shown in Fig. 7. The analytical lower bound is also
shown. While the list decoder based on 15 test words is expected
to perform better than the 5-test-word based list decoder, we observe from the simulation results that the two decoders perform
very similarly: the SNR gains are respectively seen to be 1.7
and 1.71 dB for the five- and 15-test-word based list decoders,
. The results indicate that the probabilities of
at
capturing at least one test word within the correctable range are
almost identical for the two sets of test words. However, when a
smaller set of test words, e.g., two or three test words, was used,
then the performance gain was visibly reduced. Accordingly, 5
test words (5 most probable single error patterns) represent a
good choice in this case.
: Again, we
3) Triple-Error-Pattern Correction
consider various sets of test words. Here, in addition to five
test words based
single-pattern test words, we construct
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Fig. 8. Simulated BERs versus analytical BERs for the triple-error-pattern-correcting list decoder.

on inserting two patterns in the detector output, where
represents the number of probable local patterns considered in creating the test words involving double-pattern insertion. In gencan be made smaller than in an effort to control
eral,
complexity.
,
Here we consider four cases:
and
test words, corresponding to
, 7 and
8, respectively. Since 5 single-pattern test words are already
applied for the double-error-pattern correction, the total numbers of test words are correspondingly
, and
for the four list
decoders. It is shown in Fig. 8 that the 26- and 33-test-word
based list decoders perform similarly, and yield better performance gains compared to the 15- and 20-test-word based list
decoders, by approximately 0.1–0.2 dB. With 26 test words, the
.
list decoder produces an SNR gain of 2.13 dB at
is due to both the possibility of
The performance gap with
a nondominant error event as well as the limited number of test
words used.
: Now, we
4) Quadruple-Error-Pattern Correction
test words for quadruple-error-patcompare five sets of
tern correction:
,
and
. By taking 5 single-pattern test words and 21
double-pattern test words for double/triple-error-pattern corrections as well, Fig. 9 compares the simulated BERs of the five
quadruple-pattern-correcting list decoders, based on
, and
test words, respectively. It
is observed that 82 and 110-test-word-based list decoders give
better error rate performances than the other three decoders: a
.
coding gain of 2.34 dB is achieved at
By summing up the simulation results in Figs. 6 to 9, the
BERs of the -error-pattern-correcting list decoders, as well as
the corresponding lower bounds (dotted lines) can be computed,
. As the number of
as shown in Fig. 10, where
test words increases, the list decoder apparently performs better,
but the relative performance gain is gradually decreased, e.g.,
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Fig. 9. Simulated BERs versus analytical BERs for the quadruple-error-pattern-correcting list decoder.

Fig. 10. Comparison of simulated BERs and their lower bounds for the 1-, 2-,
3-, and 4-error-pattern-correcting list decoders.

0.57 dB between single-pattern correction and double-pattern
correction, 0.42 dB between double- and triple-pattern corrections, and 0.21 dB between triple and quadruple-pattern correc. We also observe that the lower bound
tions, at
increases.
becomes increasingly loose, as
For the transmitted 350 000 codewords, Table VI illustrates
the statistics for the revised number of error patterns within
the codewords, at the output of the quadruple-pattern-correcting
list decoder based on 82 test words. Comparing to the statistics given in Table V, the number of single error patterns is
, and a significant porremarkably reduced
tion of double to quadruple error patterns is also reduced by
. Furthermore, it is interesting
around 96%
to observe that the number of more-than-quadruple error patterns, which are not targeted for correction, is also slightly de. We note that the list decoder still attempts
creased:
to correct the non-targeted multiple error patterns, as long as
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TABLE VI
NUMBER OF ERROR PATTERNS WITHIN THE (630, 616) CODEWORDS AND
CORRESPONDING WORD ERROR RATES AT THE QUADRUPLE-PATTERNCORRECTING LIST DECODER OUTPUT (SNR = 7.5 dB, BER = 3:63 10 )

2

both the syndrome condition and reliability check are satisfied.
As a result, the number of the multiple error patterns can be reduced, if some portions of multiple error patterns are corrected;
otherwise, even more multiple error patterns may be produced.
As seen in Table VI, the list decoder yields two 7-error-pattern
events which did not occur at the Viterbi detector output. Nevertheless, we note that the proposed list decoder does not generate
severely long burst errors.

Fig. 11. Captured (solid lines) and extrapolated (dotted lines) symbol error
statistics.
TABLE VII
SYMBOL ERROR STATISTICS FOR THE VITERBI DETECTOR AND THE
4-PATTERN-CORRECTING LIST DECODER (SNR = 7.5 dB)

D. Sector Error Rate Performance With Outer RS Code
As another performance comparison, we compute the
sector error rate (SER) based on the captured symbol error
statistics, assuming a concatenation of an outer -symbol-correcting RS code. The RS code considered here is a shortened
code based on 10-bit symbols without interleaving [33]. The RS codeword length is matched to the
sector length of 4096 bits (or 512 bytes) plus the parity bits.
For a given , comparison is between the Viterbi detector
followed by an RS code, and the Viterbi detector followed by
the proposed code as the inner code and then the outer RS code.
While the SERs in the high error rate region are obtained from
direct error counts, the SERs in the low error rate region, e.g.,
, are computed using a quasi-analytic simulation
method.
One way of doing this calculation is based on the multinomial
distribution [13], [34], [35] for the probabilities of symbol er-symbol RS codeword, where
rors in a
. In the multinomial model, the symbol error statistics are obtained from captured error-pattern events within the
outer RS codeword, which are assumed to be independent of
each other. However, error events at the inner decoder output
are not completely independent, but nonstationary within the
channel detector output word. Consequently, the multinomial
model does not guarantee rigorous SERs for the proposed list
decoder. For the non-stationary symbol error statistics, the block
multinomial model has been suggested in [33]. For symbol
errors occurring in an inner codeword consisting of symbols,
, let
be its occurrence probability. The symbol
error statistics ’s are computed from the captured symbol errors within the -symbol block through computer simulations.
It has been observed that the tail of ’s asymptotically corresponds to the Gaussian distribution, i.e.,
, where
and are any positive real numbers. That is,
for
the tail of ’s can be approximated as a line. Hence, based on
the captured symbol error statistics ’s,
, we

, using a Gaussian tail linear extrapocan estimate
lation of the captured statistics. For the Viterbi detector and the
quadruple-pattern-correcting list decoder, Table VII illustrates
the numbers of occurrences for -symbol errors through the
transmitted 350 000 codeword blocks. It is seen that the number
of one to four symbol errors within the blocks is considerably
reduced. Also, the number of five to six symbol errors is reduced after the quadruple-error-pattern correction. But, we observe that the number of more than 6 symbol errors is slightly
increased, and two 9-symbol errors newly occur at the output
of the list decoder. We note that although longer symbol errors are caused by miscorrection of the list decoder, the probability of the miscorrection is very small. Fig. 11 shows the captured ’s (solid lines), as well as the ’s (dotted lines) using
the Gaussian tail linear extrapolation of the captured statistics
. While
given in Table VII. Here, we plot ’s for
symbol probability tail extrapolation is necessary in this type of
analysis, the observed trend in the symbol error statistics indicates that the tail distribution closely follows that of the system
without the inner code. We again note that the proposed list decoder does not produce any serious error propagation.
With the captured and extrapolated symbol error statistics
’s, the probability density function is given by
(59)
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Fig. 12. Sector error rate comparison (t = 10).

Fig. 13. Sector error rate comparison (t = 20).

where is the number of inner codewords in one sector,
is
the possible number of occurrences of a -symbol error in
block codewords, i.e.,
, and is the probability
. Then, the block
of no symbol error, i.e.,
multinomial-based SER is computed as

Fire code is again considered as an inner code. The SNR gains
are respectively seen to be 0.07, 0.34, 0.56, and
at
0.69 dB with the proposed inner codes, while the system with
the inner Fire code performs even worse than the system without
an inner code.

(60)
Here, the sum is over all combinations of
such that
.
Fig. 12 compares the block multinomial-based SERs of the
RS codes with and without the proposed inner
code. The dotted lines shown in the high SER region indicate the
SERs based on the direct counts. It is seen that the systems with
inner 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-error-pattern correcting codes achieve
,
SNR gains of 0.13, 0.44, 0.69, and 0.89 dBs at
respectively, relative to the RS code without an inner code.
Given the 10 dominant error patterns of length- or less,
Fire code based on a generator polynomial
a
is also considered for comparison. But, we observed that a (693, 676) Fire code gener, which can algeated by
braically correct any single burst errors of length- or less, perFire code, because of
forms better than the
a smaller number of multiple burst errors within the 693-bit
is close to the codeword. In addition, the codeword lengthof the proposed code, so that the probabiliword lengthties of multiple error patterns would be comparable. We use the
Fire code as another inner code for comparison purposes. The decoding is based on the error trapping decoder [36].
Fire code are
The corresponding SERs for the inner
also shown in Fig. 12. Despite the algebraic error correction capability for any targeted and nontargeted single error patterns
of length- or less, the system with the inner Fire code gives an
, due to error propSNR gain of only 0.055 dB, at
agation caused by miscorrection.
RS
Fig. 13 shows similar SER curves for the
codes with and without the proposed inner code. The

V. GENERATING SOFT OUTPUT
Generating bit-level soft decisions at the decoder output becomes necessary when the code is to be employed in an iterative
system [38]. In our case, a list of candidate codewords that come
out of the parallel single-pattern decoders can be used to derive
soft decisions.
Once the probability or reliability measure is obtained for
, in the list, the
each candidate codeword
conversion of word-level reliability into the bit-level reliability
measure of a given bit position can be done using the well-established method of grouping the candidate codewords into two
groups, according to the binary value of the hard decision bit in
that bit position, and then performing group-wise summing of
the word-level probabilities [37].
The novelty in our approach, however, lies in the way it generates the word-level reliability or probability measures. Instead
of relying on the usual approach of using the Euclidean distance
of the candidate codeword to the observation word, we evaluate
the local error pattern probabilities and then construct the codeword probability based on the potential constituent error pattern
probabilities. Namely, the a posteriori probability of each candidate codeword can be approximated as the product of the local
probability measures of its constituent single error patterns, with
respect to the channel detector output word. For example, suppose
is a candidate codeword with a potential -error-pattern event
, with respect to the detector output
word . Then, the a posteriori probability of this particular codeword can be estimated as
(61)
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where denotes the channel observation at the detector input
is the local probability measure of
.
and, again,
The application of the proposed code as a building block of an
iterative turbo equalization system has been considered in [38]
through the use of a soft-input and soft-output decoder.
VI. CONCLUSION
A new class of high-rate error correcting codes has been developed that provides an efficient correction capability for a specific set of dominant error patterns that are inherent in ISI channels. The proposed code design criterion is new in that the code
does not go after low-weight error events or long error events,
as in traditional error correction methods. The proposed codes
are cyclic block codes, and both the encoder and the decoder are
designed under the explicit assumption of an aggressive use of
soft information.
The code design is based on a two-step approach. First, a relatively low-rate code is designed by constructing a generator
polynomial that yields distinct syndrome sets for all targeted
error patterns. Secondly, a new primitive polynomial factor is
introduced to form a higher-degree generator polynomial that
leads to a considerably lager codeword length while retaining
the original error-pattern to syndrome set relationship. The result is a high rate code that is very effective in correcting the
single occurrence of any dominant error-pattern.
To handle multiple-pattern occurrences, a new list decoding
strategy has been introduced by constructing test decoder input
words based on the estimated probabilities of local patterns in
the channel detector output word. Both analysis and simulation
results indicate that, using the proposed codes, error probabilities can be reduced substantially focusing only on a small dominant error pattern set and thus using only a small coding overhead. Generation of soft bit decisions at the decoder output was
also discussed for potential use as a building block of an iterative coding system.
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